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1 Introduction

When designing gas turbines, a high combustion temperature is desirable to obtain a good thermal
efficiency. At the same time, the thermal limitations of the gas turbines components must not be
exceeded. High temperatures can lead to large thermal stresses that can reduce the life span of
the components and increase the risk of fatigue and failure.

The trade-off between efficiency on the one hand, and reliability, life span, service interval etc.
on the other hand, must be handled early in the design process. At the same time, many other
aspects such as aerodynamics, structural strength, manufacturing and assembly must be considered
simultaneously.

In the combustor and high pressure turbine, film cooling is extensively used as one of the major
ways to protect parts from the gases of combustion. Film cooling was introduced about 50 years
ago, and is today normally actualized by taking air from the compressor and ejecting it out through
rows of holes placed on the surfaces that are to be protected.

Film cooling is a complex process, influenced by many parameters related to the hole geometry,
the flow through the hole, and the free stream above the surface of interest, see e.g. [1]. A number
of governing parameters have been identified, and their effect has been analyzed, see e.g. [2], [3].

In order to handle the design of film cooling along with the rest of the design process, fast and
relatively accurate tools for prediction and comparison of film cooling configurations are essential.
One early attempt to describe film cooling by a correlation was carried out in the sixties [4].
Since then a number of correlations have been developed and scrutinized, but most of them have
considered flat plates without pressure gradients, a case that is not always representative for gas
turbine film cooling. Furthermore, most correlations are developed utilizing experiments, where
at least some of the parameters in the correlation have been adopted to fit particular experimental
data. This give rise to questions regarding, among others, the possibility to generalize the result
of the correlations to other presumptions. This investigation summarize some of the correlations
presented in the open literature, and discuss their strengths and weaknesses.

1.1 Film effectiveness

The efficiency of film cooling is most commonly measured with a parameter known as film effec-
tiveness. Film effectiveness is defined as in equation 1, where T∞ is the free stream temperature,
TC the coolant temperature and Taw the adiabatic wall temperature.

η =
T∞ − Taw
T∞ − TC

(1)

From equation 1 it is evident that if the wall temperature equals the free stream temperature, a
film effectiveness η = 0 is obtained, while if the wall temperature equals the coolant temperature,
the effectiveness is equal to η = 1.

1.2 Film cooling hole geometry

Film cooling holes are usually divided into two categories; cylindrical holes and shaped holes.
Cylindrical holes are the simplest hole geometry and can be angled in both the lateral and lon-
gitudinal direction. This type of geometry were for a long time the most utilized for film cooling
applications, but are more and more being replaced by shaped holes.

Shaped holes come in many forms, the most common being fan-shaped holes, with a lateral
expansion, and laidback holes, with a longitudinal expansion. Other forms exist, e.g. conical
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holes. Figure 1 shows a hole with both lateral and longitudinal expansion, a so called laidback fan-
shaped hole. The figure shows some geometrical parameters that can influence film effectiveness.
The coverage or breakout length, t are only available for shaped holes. Also, for a cylindrical hole,
the hole exit area, Aout, and inlet area, Ain, are the same. The distance between two holes, P,
hole length, L, hole diameter, D, and hole angle, α, are present in both cylindrical and shaped
holes. The distance between adjacent holes, P, are sometimes called hole spacing or hole pitch.

Figure 1: Shaped film cooling hole geometry.
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2 Nomenclature

M = Blowing ratio
U = Velocity ratio
I = Momentum ratio
η = Film effectiveness
P = Hole spacing
D = Hole diameter
x = Downstream distance

AR = Area ratio
Tu = Turbulence intensity

DR = Density ratio
s = Slot width
u = Velocity
L = Hole length
µ = Viscosity
ρ = Density
δ = Boundary layer thickness
α = Hole angle

Subscripts
∞ = Freestream

c = Coolant
aw = Adiabatic wall

Table 1: Nomenclature
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3 Parameters

3.1 Important Parameters in Film Cooling

Baldauf and Scheurlen [1] investigated what parameters influence film cooling performance, and
they concluded that the following parameters are influencing the film effectiveness.

η̄ = f

(
Tu, I,M,

x

D
,α,

P

D
,
δ

D
,
L

D

)
(2)

The following sections contain a brief summary of most of these parameters and how they affect
film effectiveness. It is by no means a complete parameter study, but is intended to give a feeling
for why a certain parameter is included in a correlation.

3.2 Downstream distance (x/D)

The downstream distance is, like many parameters in film cooling, scaled with the hole diameter,
D, to create a dimensionless distance. Downstream distance is an essential parameter in film
cooling and film effectiveness is most commonly plotted versus this parameter.

As long as no jet separation occurs at the hole exit, film effectiveness will peak at the exit and
decrease with downstream distance, as the cooling air mixes with the free stream. When jet sepa-
ration occurs, the effectiveness peak at the hole is reduced and the location of the maximum film
effectiveness is moved further downstream. This is caused by mixing between the free stream and
the separated coolant, bringing cold gases back to the surface. The increased massflow at higher
blowing ratios results in a higher thermal capacity of the coolant, and thus a higher downstream
effectiveness despite the fact that the coolant is mainly ejected into the free stream.

3.3 Blowing ratio, (M)

Blowing ratio is defined as:

M =
ρcUc
ρ∞U∞

(3)

where ρc and ρ∞ is the coolant and free stream density while Uc and U∞ is the coolant and free
stream velocity.

Baldauf et. al. [3] studied the film effectiveness for rows of cylindrical holes. With a low blowing
ratio the coolant spreads immediately after ejection, creating a covering film. This results in a
maximum film effectiveness close to the hole exits. The effectiveness diminishes further down-
stream, ending in a low effectiveness far from the ejection location.

A slight increase in blowing ratio results in higher overall and peak film effectiveness. The position
of the maximum effectiveness shifts further downstream with increasing M as the more compact
jets need some downstream distance to spread.

Further increase of the blowing ratio, up to what Baldauf et. al. call moderate blowing rates,
the peak effectiveness is beginning to decrease. The cause is given by jet lift-off, allowing hot gas
to slip in between the jet and the surface. The interaction between adjacent jets and increased
amount of injected coolant does result in an increased effectiveness downstream of the peak and
a higher overall effectiveness. In Baldaufs experiment the overall maximum effectiveness occurred
at a blowing ratio of M = 1.0.
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At higher blowing rates the effect of jet lift off becomes more pronounced. Jet lift-off causes a
reduction in effectiveness at the hole, and adjacent jet interaction an increase downstream. At
M = 1.7 the effectiveness reaches its minimum overall value. At even higher blowing ratios,
M > 1.7, the effectiveness is very low at the hole exit but increases with downstream distance.

Baldauf concludes that the flow at low blowing ratios is dominated by the single jet in crossflow
effect, giving a high cooling effectiveness close to the ejection location, while at high blowing
ratios the flow is dominated by adjacent jet interaction, resulting in high effectiveness further
downstream.

Colban et. al. [5] studied film effectiveness from a row of laidback fan-shaped film cooling holes,
and concluded that there are some major differences between shaped and cylindrical hole film
cooling. One major difference is the absence of jet separation with shaped holes. Colban showed
that even for blowing ratios as high as M = 4, no evident jet separation occurred. Instead the
film effectiveness close to the ejection location increases with blowing ratio up to M ≈ 1.5. After
this the effectiveness remains the same close to ejection, but rises somewhat further downstream.

Another difference noticed by Colban [5] between shaped and circular holes, is the location of the
peak effectiveness. For circular holes, the peak location moves downstream with increased blowing
ratio, due to the separation and reattachment of the jet, while it for shaped holes remains at the
ejection location.

3.4 Turbulence

Baldauf et al. [3] investigated the effect of increased free stream turbulence on the film effectiveness.
They concluded that an augmented turbulence increased the effectiveness close to the ejection
location for low blowing rates. This is caused by an increased mixing, and thereby spreading,
between coolant and free stream. At high blowing rates the turbulence in the coolant jet increases
and the flow is dominated by this turbulence. Thus the importance of the free stream turbulence
is reduced.

Downstream from the point of ejection, the increased mixing between coolant and free stream
caused by the higher turbulence results in a larger amount of hot gas reaching the surface, and
thus a reduction in effectiveness. This reduction is most pronounced at low blowing ratios, where
the turbulence from the jet injection is low.

The importance of free stream turbulence is also dependent on hole geometry. For instance, an
increase in turbulence with an ejection angle of 90◦ results in a larger increase in film effectiveness
close to the hole, than what is obtained with the same increase in turbulence for an ejection angle
of 30◦.

Saumweber and Schulz [2] investigated the effects of turbulence on both cylindrical and shaped
holes. They only investigated the area close to the ejection location and came to somewhat
different conclusions than Baldauf et. al. For cylindrical holes, Saumweber and Schulz states
that the film effectiveness is reduced for low blowing ratios if the turbulence is increased. This
is due to the mixing of coolant and free-stream leading more hot gases to the surface. For high
blowing ratios, where jet lift of is present, the increased mixing result in more coolant being
transported to the surface, and thus an increase in effectiveness. These results are consistent with
those obtained by Bons et. al. [6] who investigated turbulence intensities up to 17% and blowing
ratios up to M = 1.7. They found that at higher blowing ratios where jet lift-off is present, the
increased mixing caused by higher turbulence result in the coolant spreading quicker back to the
surface. Their study also showed that increased turbulence results in increased mixing of jets from
neighboring holes, thus an earlier adjacent jet interaction effect.

Shaped holes work differently with increased turbulence. Saumweber and Schulz [2] show that the
film effectiveness is always reduced for shaped hole ejection if the turbulence is increased. Since no
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coolant jet detachment is present with shaped holes, the increased turbulence only leads to more
hot gases being transported into the boundary layer through mixing with the coolant, resulting in
higher surface temperatures.

3.5 Coverage ratio (t/P)

Coverage ratio is only available with shaped holes where it is defined as the breakout length, t,
divided by the distance between adjacent holes, P , see figure 1. Assuming no mixing of the jets
and adiabatic conditions, the coverage ratio can be seen as a limit for the film effectiveness in the
near hole region [5], i.e. η

(
x
D = 0

)
= t

P . This requires that the jet is spreading over the whole
breakout length and that no jet separation occurs. A study by Gritsch [7] showed that downstream
of the hole, and for blowing ratios up to M = 1.5, the coverage ratio has no influence on the film
effectiveness. For blowing ratios higher than this, there is a minor change in effectiveness with
coverage ratio, but it is slim. It should be noted that the interval of examined t/P values in this
study where quite narrow, and that the area ratio is kept constant as the coverage ratio changed.
The range of coverage ratios investigated were t

P = 0.31− 0.39 for AR = 2.5 and t
P = 0.43− 0.63

for AR = 4.2.

3.6 Area ratio (AR)

Area ratio is a parameter only used with shaped holes. It is defined as the ratio of the outlet to inlet
area of the cooling hole, AR = Aout

Ain
. Thus a cylindrical hole has an area ratio of 1. The purpose

of having an AR > 1 is to reduce the velocity, and thus the momentum, of the coolant prior to
ejection, thereby reducing the jets penetration into the free stream. Reducing the penetration into
the free stream results in more coolant at the surface, thus resulting in a higher film effectiveness
than with lower area ratios. Gritsch [7] showed that with a constant hole spacing, P/D, the area
ratio has a negligible influence on the film effectiveness for the range of AR investigated in the
study (AR = 3.5, 4.2, 4.7).

3.7 Hole spacing (P/D)

Bauldauf et al. [3] investigated the influence from hole spacing on the film effectiveness and found
that, as can be assumed, a closer hole spacing resulted in a higher effectiveness. This is caused by
the larger coolant mass flow obtained with narrower hole spacing. A narrower hole spacing also
leads to an increased influence from adjacent jet interaction while a wider spacing results in more
single jet in cross-flow effects. For a large hole spacing of P/D = 5, Baldauf et al. discovered
that there were no influence from adjacent jet interaction within the examined downstream range
(x/D = 80).

Colban et al. [5] states that the same effects visible for cylindrical holes, can also be seen with
shaped holes. Close to the ejection location, the film effectiveness is dominated by the coverage
ratio, but further downstream (x/D > 10) the flow is primarily influenced by the hole spacing.
Gritsch [7] showed that even though a narrower hole spacing increases the film effectiveness, a to
small spacing does not provide an efficient usage of the coolant.

3.8 Hole angle, (α)

Colban et al.[5] states that a shallower hole angle reduces the jet separation, thereby increasing
film effectiveness. Shallow ejection angles may however lead to problems with machining and can
cause higher pressure losses in the hole due to an increased L/D ratio.
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Baldauf et al.[3] investigated three different hole angles, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦, for a number of blowing
ratios. That investigation showed that with a steeper ejection angle, the peak effectiveness at
the ejection location is reached with a lower blowing ratio, but also that the effectiveness decline
faster downstream. The steeper angles also encouraged earlier adjacent jet interaction at increased
blowing ratios, resulting in higher overall effectiveness compared to the inclined jets.

3.9 Hole length (L/D)

Lutum and Johnson [8] investigated the influence of hole length on film effectiveness for cylindrical
holes. They studied L/D from 1.75 to 18 and showed that hole length to diameter ratios higher
than 5 only have small to moderate influence on the film effectiveness. Shorter hole lengths (the
study investigated L/D of 1.75 and 3.5) resulted in a lower film effectiveness than with higher L/D
ratios. The difference in cooling effectiveness between the long and short holes were increased
with higher blowing ratios. Lutum and Johnson explain this decrease with two effects. Firstly the
undeveloped character of the flow inside the cooling hole gives a different flow structure at the
hole compared to completely developed flow. Once the flow is fully developed it will not change
if the hole length is further increased, and thus the small influence from larger L/D. The second
effect causing the reduced film effectiveness with shorter holes is the increased effective ejection
angle that arise as the flow do not have time to completely align with the direction of the hole.

Gritsch et al. [7] investigated the influence of hole length to diameter ration on film effectiveness
for shaped holes. Their conclusion was that Lutum and Johnsons results for cylindrical holes,
also was applicable to shaped holes. Gritsch et al. investigated L/D values between 7.5 and 11.5
and found minor to no impact on the film effectiveness. No investigation were conducted on hole
lengths smaller than 7.5 so no conclusion can be made on whether the film effectiveness decreases
with shorter hole length, as it does for cylindrical holes.

3.10 Momentum ratio, (I)

The momentum ratio is defined as

I =
ρcU

2
c

ρ∞U2
∞

(4)

where ρc and ρ∞ is the coolant and free stream density while Uc and U∞ is the coolant and free
stream velocity. As can be seen this closely resembles the blowing ratio.

Both momentum and blowing ratios has been used to scale results from simulations and exper-
iments. Baldauf et al. [3], for instance, investigated scaling with both M and I. Their study
showed that scaling with the blowing ratio gave good results far downstream from the ejection
location. Also, when scaling with blowing ratio, the maximum effectiveness occurs at the same
downstream distance. Scaling with the momentum ratio, on the other hand, gave a good overlap
of the different flow cases close to the ejection location.

3.11 Density ratio

Density ratio, DR, is defined as the ratio of coolant and free stream density, ρc
ρ∞

. Since higher
temperatures leads to lower density, the density ratio is larger or equal to one, DR ≥ 1. Baldauf
et al. [3] investigated the effect of density ratio on film effectiveness for a large number of blowing
ratios. The study included two different density ratios and they found that a lower density ratio
between coolant and free stream reduces the peak effectiveness, but also the blowing ratio at
which the peak is reached. Interesting is that both density ratios produces a similar value for the
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maximum overall effectiveness. The difference here being that with lower density ratio (1.2) this
overall effectiveness is reached at a blowing ratio of 0.7, while for the higher density ratio (1.8) it
is reached at a blowing ratio of 1.0. Thus, with a lower density ratio the same overall effectiveness
can be reached but while using a lesser amount of coolant. Interesting to note is that the velocity
ratio is the same for both these cases, indicating that velocity ratio might be a better parameter
for evaluating the peak effectiveness.

A typical turbine has a density ratio in the span of 1.7-2.0 [5] indicating that this is the general
area of interest.

3.12 Multiple rows

Naturally having multiple rows of holes will influence the performance of the film cooling. Interac-
tion between the multiple rows can in fact lead to a total film effectiveness higher than the sum of
the effectiveness from the separate rows. Increasing the number of rows will result in higher film
effectiveness, although studies [9] show that film effectiveness will reach a maximum value and not
increase further if more rows are added. Bogard [9] presented a technique developed by Sellers
[10] for easy prediction of the film effectiveness from combined rows of holes using superposition.
For two rows of holes this technique simplifies to:

ηtotal = η1 + η2 (1− η1) (5)

This principle requires that the coolant flow from the upstream holes do not affect the ejection
from the downstream holes, thus the rows must be placed sufficiently far apart.
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4 Correlations

4.1 Colban

A recent study was conducted by Colban et al. [5]. They derived a correlation valid for both
laid-back and regular shaped holes.

η =
1

P
t + C1MC2ξC3

(6)

Where

ξ =
4

π

X
D
P
D

M ·AR
(7)

Despite the fact that shaped holes are extensively used in turbine applications, this correlation
is among the first to predict the cooling performance for this kind of geometry. The intention
of this study is to derive a correlation that can be used to predict the film-cooling effectiveness
downstream of a row of shaped holes. The correlation is also intended to be valid for a broader
parameter range than other available correlations.

The report contains a parameter survey to determine what parameters are important for predicting
film effectiveness. The chosen parameters can be seen in equations 6-7, and includes hole spacing,
blowing ratio, area ratio and coverage ratio. Some parameters where excluded because of different
reasons. Some, like hole length and turbulence, were excluded because they don’t have any
substantial impact on the film effectiveness within the operating range of the correlation, while
others, for example surface angle, were excluded as the correlation were instead developed to be
valid only for the most commonly used angle, 30◦. The parameter ranges for which the correlation
is valid can be seen in table 2.

M t/P AR/(M*P/D)
0.5 - 2.5 0.31 - 0.65 0.17 - 1.17

Table 2: Parameter ranges for equation 6.

The correlation gave good agreement in the evaluation conducted in the paper. One drawback
is that the coefficients C1-C3 has to be determined by experimental data. The evaluation in the
paper does, however, show that the correlation is valid for a broad span of parameter for a certain
set of coefficients. This implies that once the coefficients has been decided for a certain flow
situation this correlation can be used to evaluate the film effectiveness for variations of this flow
situation.

4.2 Baldauf 2002

Baldauf et al. [3] derived a correlation valid for a row of cylindrical holes and including many
parameters relevant for the film effectiveness. This results in a very extensive correlation, that
can be seen in equations 8-33.

η = ηc
DR0.9/ PD

(sinα)
0.06 PD

(8) ηc =
ηc0η

∗
(
µ
µ0

)a
[
1 +

(
µ
µ0

)(a+b)c]1/c (9)
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a = 0.2 (10) b = exp

[
1.92− 7.5

(
P

D

(−1.5)
)]

(11)

c = 0.7 + 336e(−1.85
P
D ) (12)

µ = U ·DR0.8

(
1−

[
0.03 + 0.11

(
5− P

D

)]
cosα

)
(13)

µ0 = 0.125 + 0.063

(
P

D

)1.8

(14) ηc0 =
0.465

1 + 0.048
(
P
D

)2 (15)

η∗ = 0.1

(
η∗′

0.1

)1/ηs
[

1 +

(
ξ′

ξ1

)b1c1]1/c1
(16) ξ1 =

65(
M
2.5

)a1 (17)

a1 = 0.04 + 0.23

(
P

D

)2

+

1.5− 2√
P
D

 sin

(
0.86α

[
1 +

0.754

1 + 0.87
(
P
D

)2
])

(18)

b0 = 0.8− 0.014

(
P

D

)2

+

1.5− 2√
P
D

 sin

(
0.86α

[
1 +

0.754

1 + 0.87
(
P
D

)2
])

(19)

b1 =
b0

1 +M−3
(20) c1 = 7.5 +

P

D
(21)

η∗′ =
η0T

(
ξ′

ξ0

)a∗
[
1 +

(
ξ′

ξ0

)(a∗+b∗T )c∗
]1/c∗ (22) ξ′ = ξξs (23)

ξ =
x
D
P
D ξc

π
4U

( PD /3)
−0.75 (24) ξc = 0.6 +

0.4 (2− cosα)

1 +
(
P/D−1

3.3

)6 (25)

ηs = 1 +
η̂

1 +
(
U ·DRg
k

)−5 (26) ξs = 1 +
ξ̂

1 +
(
U ·DRg
k

)−5 (27)
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g = 0.75
[
1− e−0.8(

P
D−1)

]
(28)

k = 2
[
1− e0.57(1−

P
D )
]

+ 0.91cos0.65α (29)

ξ̂ = 1.17

[
1−

(
P
D − 1

)
1 + 0.2

(
P
D − 1

)2
]

(cos2.3α+ 2.45) (30)

η̂ = 0.022

(
P

D
+ 1

)
(0.9− sin2α)−

[
0.08 +

0.46

1 +
(
P
D − 3.2

)2
]

(31)

η0T = 2.5

(
5.8

2.5

) b∗T
0.7

(32)

b∗T = 0.7

(
1 +

[
1.22

1 + 7
(
P
D − 1

)−7 + 0.87 + cos2.5α

]
∗ e[2.6Tu−

0.0012
Tu2

−1.76]

]
(33)

ξ0 η0 a∗ c∗

9 5.8 4 0.24

Table 3: Constants.

The correlation is intended to predict how the effectivness is affected by the interaction between
the jet in crossflow and the adjacent jet interaction effects. The correlation is to be valid from

injection to far downstream and for all parameters of interest, both flow and geometrical.

In an earlier study [1] Baldauf and Scheurlen investigated what parameters were important for
the estimation of film effectiveness. All the parameters deemed important are included in the

correlation, with exception for the boundary layer displacement δ1
D .

One advantage with this correlation compared to other is that it do not include any coefficients
that has to be experimentally determined. The correlation is therefore more general and not as
locked to specific data sets. It is also more user friendly as no experiments has to be conducted

to determine coefficients.

The correlation can be assumed to give a good prediction of the film effectiveness from a row of
circular holes, and the evaluation made by Baldauf et al. confirms this. (Although they have only
compared it to their own experimental data.(i.e. the same data used to derive the correlation.))

Colban et al. [5] used this correlation for comparison when deriving their new correlation for
shaped holes. This study shows that the correlation derived by Baldauf et al. gives a good

prediction for shaped holes as long as the blowing ratio is low enough not to cause jet lift-off.

The correlation predicts a film effectiveness equal to zero at the hole exit ( xD = 0). Experimental
data shows that this is not the case in real film cooling applications.
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4.3 Baldauf 1997

In 1997 Baldauf et al. [11] presented a correlation for predicting film effectiveness from a row of
cylindrical holes.

η =
fd

A−vm+vλ
A

(
GA

Cvmvλ
+ (C−1)

C
1
vλ

)
− rλ

(
1
DR − 1

)
fd = 1− (1− fdF )

x
xF

G =
4

mπ

P

D

δT
D

(34)

δT
D

=a1

( x
D
− xF

D

)
e(a2Tu) +

δTF
D

δTF
D

=
GFMπ

4PD

(35)

GF =
Cvmvλ

A− vm + vλ

(
fdF
ηF

+ rλ

(
1

DR
− 1

))
− (C − 1) vm

A

A = vm −
χ

n+ 1

C = 1 +m−mP

fdF = d1e
(−d2 xFD )

(36)

ηF =

ϕU c1 +
c4U

1
c2−1

(
U

Umax

)c2
+ 1

(P
D

)c3

ϕ = c11 (c5 − sinc6α)DRc7
(
L

D

)c8 (δ1
D

)c9
ec10Tu

Umax =

√
c16
P

(
L
D

)c12 ( δ1
D

)c13
e(c14Tu)

c15 + sinα

(37)

xF
D

=b1

(
P

D
− π

4

)b2
U∗b3

(
L

D

)b4 (δ1
D

)b5
eb6Tu

U∗ = I
(
b7 + sin2 (2α)

) (38)

Values for the coefficients in equations 34-38 can be found in tables 4-6.

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7
1.8 1 0.65 0.323 -0.285 -9.32 0.631

Table 4: Coefficients for equation 38.

The objective with this study was to derive a correlation as extensive as possible and including
most of the relevant parameters. As a result this correlation includes all parameters found by
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8
0.125 7.6 -1.32 3.17 1.0253 0.012 0.74 -0.1

c9 c10 c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
0.151 3.49 27.7 0.28 -0.57 -11.3 3 0.295

Table 5: Coefficients for equation 37.

a1 a2 vm vλ Rλ χ n m d1 d2
0.04 9.53 2.3 1.17 0.71 1.53 7 0.07 0.99 0.0023

Table 6: Coefficients for equations 34-36.

Baldauf et al. [1] to influence film effectiveness. Some of these parameters has often been
excluded from correlations, for instance hole length, boundary layer thickness and turbulence

intensity. The correlations is also intended to consist of modules, allowing for easy modification
and addition of further parameters.

This correlation do not require any adaptation to experimental data, but it do contain a
parameter for the boundary layer thickness which might be hard to obtain for use on an actual

gas turbine. In experimental setups, where the origin of boundary layer growth might be
controlled, it is possible to estimate the boundary layer thickness at the ejection location.

4.4 Bunker

Bunker [12] presents four correlations that can be used for both cylindrical and shaped holes.
These correlations needs to be adjusted by using experimental data to determine the coefficients.

ηaw =
C1(
x
Ms

)n (39)

ηaw =
C1(

x
Ms + C2

) (40)

ηaw =
C1Re

0.2(
x
Ms

)0.8 (41)

ηaw =
C1

1 + C2

(
x
Ms

)0.8 (42)

These correlations were originally derived for injection through slots and s denotes the slot
width. The correlations can be adjusted to work for injection through discrete holes by

introducing an equivalent slot width defined as in equation 43 [5].

Se =
Aexit
P

=
πD

4

AR
P
D

(43)

The Reynolds number used in equation 40 is given by equation 44.
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Re =
ρjetUjetSe

µjet
(44)

Information about these correlations is scarce but Bunker [13] states that Equation 42 are based
on a slot film cooling correlation derived by Goldstein and Haji-Sheikh [4] in 1967. Equation 42
is obtained by assuming fixed ratios of coolant-to-gas properties and a constant coolant Reynolds

number, which in turn is included in the coefficient C2 in the equation. No additional
information is provided regarding the other three correlations.

Colban et al. [5] used these correlations when evaluating their correlation. That study concluded
that these correlations shows larger deviations from experimental data than their correlation,

especially at near ejection locations. This might be due to a number of factors and Colban et al.
mentions the lack of a boundary condition for x = 0. For shaped holes, which is what Colban et

al. studied, the effectiveness should obtain a value of t/P (i.e. the coverage ratio). These
correlations also showed less predictive capability at high blowing ratios.

4.5 L’Ecuyer and Soechting

In [14] L’Ecuyer and Soechting presents a correlation for predicting the film effectiveness from
rows of cylindrical holes.

β < βp

η = ηp (β/βp)
(a−1)/2

e1/2[1−(β/βp)
a−1]

(45)

β > βp

η = ηp (β/βp)
−1/2

e1/2[1−(β/βp)
−1]

(46)

β >> βp

η = ηp
√
βpe

1/2β−1/2
(47)

β = x
MSe

Se = πD
4P

Where ηp is the value, and βp the position, of the peak effectiveness.

The authors characterizes the flow into three regimes as the velocity ratio increases. The first
one, called the mass addition regime is characterized by low velocity profile and results in the

coolant being squeezed between the free stream and the surface, thereby staying attached to the
wall and spreading quickly to interact with adjacent jets. In this regime an increase in blowing

ratio results in an increased coolant effectiveness. As the blowing ratio increases further the flow
characteristics change to the mixing regime. The mixing regime is characterized by increased
mixing between the coolant and free stream, resulting in a less effective cooling film. In this
regime the point of adjacent jet interaction is moved further downstream. The final regime is

called the penetration regime and is characterized by the coolant jet completely penetrating into
the free stream.

An increased blowing ratio results in a larger amount of coolant but also that this coolant is
penetrating further into the free stream. The larger amount, and thus higher thermal capacity,
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of the coolant increases the the film effectiveness. The coolant do, due to the increased
penetration, require a prolonged distance to mix with the free stream and form the cooling film.

The author points out the lack in the literature for a prediction method including the density
ratio as a parameter. The derived correlation does therefore contain the coolant to freestream

density ratio
(
ρc
ρ∞

)
, the blowing ratio (M) and geometrical parameters.

The correlation gave good predictive agreement to a number of data sets. The data sets were
gathered from different sources and therefore had big differences. The effect of different Reynolds
number were investigated and the correlation gave good predictions for 25 < x

D < 125. Closer to
the ejection location

(
5 < x

D < 25
)

there is a significant difference between the correlation and
the experimental data. The correlation also gave acceptable prediction of the film effectiveness

for different hole angles.

For the correlation to work, the value and location of the peak effectiveness needs to be
determined. For the mass addition regime, the peak effectiveness is located at the hole exit while
the jet separation that occurs in the mixing and penetration regimes moves the location further

downstream. The fact that some coefficients in the correlation needs to be decided by
experiments limits the applicability to configurations where these measurements are possible.

4.6 Goldstein

Goldstein [15] presented an early correlation for injection through a discrete hole. While most
other correlations predicts the lateral average film effectiveness, and thus only includes a

streamwise coordinate, this correlations includes both a streamwise and a lateral coordinate.

η (X,Z) =
MU∞D

8ε (X/D + 0.5)
exp

[
−0.693

(
Z

Z1/2

)2
]

(48)

Z1/2 is the lateral distance where the temperature has dropped to half the value along the
centerline.

The above correlation is only valid for a single hole, and thus underpredicts the effectiveness
from a row of holes since no consideration is taken to adjacent jet interaction. Also no

consideration is taken to the hole geometry. Parameters like hole angle and length are omitted.

The equation includes the paramater Z1/2, which must be decided through experiments and is
specific for each investigated case, something that limits the use of this correlations to

experiments.

Goldsteins report contains no data on the performance of the correlation, but it is mentioned
that it approximates experimental data at low blowing ratios. At higher blowing ratios, where

jet separation occurs, the usefulness of this correlation is considerably reduced.

4.7 Brown

Brown and Saluja [16] presented a correlation for predicting the lateral average film effectiveness
from a row of holes.

η = 0.27A0.11I−0.81

r (49)
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for M ≤ 0.64 and

η = 0.13A−0.23r (50)

for M ≥ 0.64.

Where:

Ar =
Msr
X

(Rex)0.2∞ (51)

sr =
D2π

4P
(52)

and (Rex)∞ is the free stream Reynolds number.

This correlation excludes some parameters that has been shown to influence the film
effectiveness. The correlation is, for instance, derived for a fixed hole spacing of P/D = 2.67,

which seriously reduces the predictive capability. Other parameters that has been excluded are
hole angle, hole length and free stream turbulence. Some of these parameters has been shown to,

within certain ranges, only have marginal influence on film effectiveness. Thus, as long as the
parameters stay inside these ranges, this should not have an major influence on the predictive

capability of the correlation.

Brown et. al. evaluates the correlation against experiments with different slot widths. The
correlation gives good agreement with experiments using the same slot width as the correlation
was derived for. The agreement for experiment with larger slot widths was considerably worse.

There is no verification of equation 50, valid for M ≥ 0.64, but shows that equation 49, valid for
M ≤ 0.64, does not work for M ≥ 0.64.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Correlations

The correlations presented by Colban et al. [5] and Bunker [12] basically contain the same
parameters. Colbans correlation is specifically derived for shaped holes and thus includes

coverage ratio, t/P , which is a parameter only used with shaped hole film cooling. Since these
correlations uses the same parameters, they should have the same strengths and weaknesses.

Bunkers correlation might perform worse close to the ejection location, since Colban uses
coverage ratio as boundary conditions at x/D = 0.

The shaped hole correlations from Bunker and Colban et al. are somewhat similar in
construction, both regarding what parameters that are included and in construction, then the

cylindrical hole correlations are much more diverse. The correlations from Baldauf et al. [11] [3]
includes a large selection of parameters and consists of many equations. The correlations by e.g.
Brown and Saluja [16] and L’Ecuyer and Soechting [14] are less complex and does not include as
many parameters. The complexity and number of equations in each correlation also influences

the implementation, where the Baldauf et al. correlations require a considerably larger time and
effort than, for instance, the Bunker correlations. Once implemented in e.g. Matlab, the user
friendliness of the correlations are about the same, only differing in the parameters needed for

input.

5.2 Parameters

Needless to say, the parameters needed for input varies between the different correlations. A few
parameters are included in all correlations, blowing ratio M , hole spacing P/D and downstream

distance x/D. This implies that these parameters are vital when predicting film effectiveness.
Downstream distance is basically compulsory, since this is a variable in each correlation (the

other being film effectiveness, η). Hole spacing is not present in the correlation from Goldstein
[15], which is natural since this correlation is only valid for a single hole.

Besides this a few parameters are more common than others. Area ratio is included in all
correlations derived for shaped hole film cooling. Instead is hole angle, a parameter present for
both shaped and regular holes, excluded from most correlations. This, of course, reduces the
predictive capability for other hole angles than the correlation was derived for. On the other

hand, this also reduces the complexity of the correlation, making it more user-friendly.

Some correlations contains parameters that has to be obtained through experiments. The
correlations by L’Ecuyer and Soechting [14] and Goldstein [15] are examples of this. The fact

that experiments has to be conducted for the correlation to be usable is a serious limitation. The
correlations can still be used for predicting film effectiveness for setups close to those used for

determining the parameters, i.e. small variations from the ”working point”.
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